OMÉK FAQs

Exhibitor FAQs:
-
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What is the application deadline for exhibitors? The deadline for applying is 15 July 2019.
Applications received after that date will be assigned on a space-available basis only.
What is the deadline for application at a discounted fee? Early bird registration is open until
30 April 2019.
There is no specific time-limit for other special discounts indicated on the registration form.
When will my application be confirmed? If you apply before the deadline, you will receive
confirmation within 30 days of the application deadline.
When will we know which stand we have been allocated? Once applications are confirmed,
probably in the first half of August.
When can we get vehicular access to the exhibition site? When can we do the
unloading/packing? For exhibition areas requested without construction, all day long on
construction days (21-25 September 2019). On opening days for re-stocking and servicing, in
the morning before the exhibition opens. The exact times and the conditions of entering and
leaving the premises will be included in the Exhibitors’ Service Manual, which is due to be
published in August.
Will there be a print and/or on-line exhibitor catalogue? We are only preparing an on-line
catalogue.
Is there a registration fee? There is no separate registration fee.
Is there a separate fee for inclusion in the catalogue? There is no separate fee for inclusion in
the catalogue.
Can I cancel my attendance if I am not happy with the area that I have been allocated? As
specified in the Terms and Conditions, this is possible only if you pay a financial penalty.
However, we are doing everything we can to ensure every exhibitor is satisfied with the area
they have been allocated.
Who can register to attend OMÉK? Legal or natural persons producing or distributing
products or services contained in the product list.
Do we need to sign a contract? No. Once confirmed, the application form becomes a binding
contract.
Who can be a co-exhibitor? Co-exhibitors can be present at the main exhibitor’s stand (with
the permission of the main exhibitor) if they fill in the relevant form. This will ensure they are
also included in the exhibitor catalogue.
If another company is paying, whose data needs to be provided in the registration form?
The application form must contain the information of the payer. Information for the actual
exhibitor must be provided on the co-exhibitor’s application form.
Benefiting from discounts: to benefit from a specific discount, you only need to satisfy one of
the criteria listed for the discount.
Does the co-exhibitor receive an exhibitor’s pass? No. They can share the passes they
receive for the rented area with the exhibitor. Alternatively, co-exhibitors may purchase
passes.
Is it possible or obligatory to use a Festipay card for payments? The use of Festipay cards is
not possible.
Where can I buy a parking pass or exhibitor’s pass? At the main booking office in Building K.
Cash and bank cards only.
Where can I park? In the visitor and exhibitor parking areas designated and operated by
Hungexpo. To enter an exhibitor parking area, you will need a prepaid pass. In visitor parking
areas, payment at the exit is by token only. Tokens can be purchased at cash-points, by bank
card only.
How can I obtain an installation/dismantling pass? At the AMC information stand in Building
K. Installation/dismantling passes are free of charge. There is no limit to how many of these
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cards you can request.
Who can I turn to for stand construction and other services if I only requested an exhibition
area? Stand construction and related services can be ordered from Hungexpo or any other
domestic of foreign entrepreneur operating legally. If the construction is not carried out by
Hungexpo, it will charge a waste collection fee that must be paid to Hungexpo before the
construction starts. The exact amount of the waste collection charge will be set out in the
Exhibitors’ Service Manual. All stands must be delimited from each other and separating
walls have to be ordered.
What is the construction height? This differs in each hall. Measurements will be provided in
the Operational and Technical Conditions (ÜMSZ).
How big is the area allocated to exhibitors using a counter? This is the area behind the
counter, which is approximately 1.5 m deep.
Will exhibitors use counters separated from each other? There is a rear panel of about 1.5 m
behind each counter. Sideways, there is only space for entering and exiting between counter
exhibitors.
What equipment is provided to counter exhibitors? One 2m x 0.5m x 1m lockable counter
with a built-in shelf. There will also be two chairs behind the counter and one 2m x 1m
Octanorm rear panel. One 50cm x 50cm logo sign and a 95cm x 140cm corporate design for
one section of the rear panel. The counters are located in a carpeted area. No platform is
provided. One waste bin and one triple distribution socket will be shared by two counters.
Is electricity and lighting provided to counter exhibitors? Yes.
Can I bring my own fridge if I am a counter exhibitor? Yes, but you have to place it within the
area provided to you.
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Can I use my own cooler if I am a counter exhibitor? Yes, but you can only use it in lieu of the
counter that has been ordered.
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Can I bring my own decoration if I am a counter exhibitor? (Roll-up, etc.) Yes, you can put it
up at the area and surface allocated to you.
Do I need to pay for waste collection if I am a counter exhibitor? No.
How many free exhibitor passes do I get for one counter ordered? Two.
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How many free exhibitor passes do I get for the area requested? Three passes for a 9m2
footprint. For each 10m2 of added area/stand size, the number of free exhibitor passes
increases by one, up to a maximum 40 passes per exhibitor.
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How many free exhibitor passes do I get as a booth exhibitor? Two passes for half a booth
(4m2) or four passes for a whole booth (8m2).
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What is included in the booth? Half a booth includes: a side window with windowsill, a
counter, water, wastewater and electricity, internal lighting, a sink, a household fridge, one
chair, a counter, a waste bin and an exhibitor frieze. A whole booth includes two of each of
the above.
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Does the area fee include the carpet? Only for counter exhibitors, otherwise carpet is not
provided.
Who is responsible for permits related to selling and tasting events?
Each exhibitor is responsible for obtaining the permits related to their activities at the
exhibition.
Can someone whose product is not listed in the product list take part in the exhibition? No.
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